INTRODUCTION
In [2] there are considered some special topologies on the f ree monoid £*. For the sake of brevity, the reader is assumed to have a certain knowledge of this paper. If if is a family of languages, let Anf^ (A) = { z | z\A e $? } . It has been characterized in terms of 4 axioms what families «Sf produce ciosure operators Anf^. (So we know what families induce a topology on E*; from now on we call them ^-topologies.) Furthermore it was possible to know from the family of open sets whether or not the topology on E* was an if-topology.
In Section 2 we make some further remarks on our former paper. It is well known that a topology can be described in some ways: ciosure operator, family of open sets, interior operator, neighbourhood System, etc. (We refer for topological conceptions to [1] .) The first two ways with respect to if-topologies are already considered in [2] ; in Sections 3 and 4 the third and fourth possibility of generating an if-topology are discussed. We present in short some examples of topologies which are not <£-topologies:
The In [2] there are given 4 axioms (T1)-(T4) which characterize the «Sf' s leading to closure operators [a(JSf) = JSf is assumed to hold].
A straightforward reformulation of this axioms in terms of J5f 7 yields: THEOREM 3.2: Let ^^{A^eA}.
Then Si leads to an interior operator iff(U)-(U) hold: (II)
A e JSf j, ic5 => B e if /s (12)
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REMARK: Similar as for if in [2] , it is possible to drop the condition !^{A\zeA} and to f ormulate other axioms. But this is not too meaningf ui and therefore omitted. 
SYSTEMS OF NEIGHBOURHOODS AND ^f-TOPOLOGIES
A further method to generate a topology is to construct a System of neighbourhoods. Let 0 be open, i. e. 0 is neighbourhood of all its points, i. e.:
xeO => OG33(X).
To show: z\0 is open. Let XGZ\0, i.e. ZXGO, Le. Oe93(zx). By the condition: z\0 G Z\33 (ZX) = 93 (x).
Furthermore we have to show: z 0 is open. Let x G z 0, i. e. x = zy and y e 0, i.e. 0G93O>). From the last remark: zOGz33(j>)gS(z}>) = 93(x).
